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Abstract. In the decade of the 1990s, formal methods have progressed

from an academic curiosity at best, and a target of ridicule at worst, to
a point where the leading manufacturer of microprocessors has indicated
that its next design will be formally veri ed. In this short paper, I sketch
a plausible history of the developments that led to this transformation,
present a snapshot of the current state of the practice, and indicate some
promising directions for the future. Mindful of the title of this conference,
I suggest how formal methods might have an impact on software similar
to that which they have had on hardware.

1

The Past

In their early days (the 1970s|though continuing to the present in some places),
formal methods were associated with proofs of program correctness. This is not
only a very costly and dicult exercise|it requires formalizing the semantics of
real programming languages, and dealing with the scale and characteristics of
real imperative programs|but it also adds very little value: traditional methods
of code review and testing are highly e ective and very few coding bugs of any
signi cance escape detection. For example, of 197 critical faults detected during
integration and system testing of the Voyager and Galileo spacecraft, just 3 were
coding errors [18]. The large majority of faults arise in requirements, interfaces,
and intrinsically dicult design problems (e.g., fault tolerance, and the coordination of concurrent activities). In the spacecraft data just cited, approximately
50% of faults were traced to requirements (mainly omissions), and 25% to each
of interfaces and design.
During the 1980s, attention shifted from program correctness to the use of formalism in speci cations, exempli ed by approaches such as Z [32] and VDM [17].
Although these methods initially stressed the role of proof in development, they
came to be used mainly as speci cation languages, and their advocates commended the utility of mathematical concepts such as sets, functions, and relations
in constructing precise yet abstract descriptions of computational systems. The
problem with this approach is that it is not necessary to be speci cally formal to
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make use of such mathematical modeling techniques; conversely, in the absence
of formal proof, there are few tangible bene ts to a strictly formal approach. By
failing to exploit the singular characteristic of truly formal methods|namely,
their ability to support deduction|speci cation-oriented formalisms missed the
opportunity to combine mathematical modeling with calculation in the manner
that has been so productive in other engineering disciplines.
The value of formal deduction is that it enables many questions about properties of formally speci ed requirements and designs to be settled by a systematic
process that has the character of calculation. The reasons for favoring calculation over informal reasoning or trial and error experimentation are the same in
computer science as in other engineering disciplines: calculation allows the properties of designs to be predicted and evaluated prior to construction, it allows
analyses to be checked by others, enables large problems to be tackled in a systematic manner, and opens the door to mechanization. And in most engineering
disciplines, it is mechanization that releases the full potential of mathematical
modeling and calculation: the highly ecient wings of a modern airplane could
not be designed without massive mechanization of computational uid dynamics,
nite element analysis, and several other branches of applied mathematics.
It was the arrival of ecient techniques for model checking in the early
1990s [19] (and related methods such as language inclusion) that rst made
large-scale mechanized calculations a practical reality for formal methods and
demonstrated their utility to a wide audience. No less important than the techniques that made model checking practical was the change in approach and
outlook that its use engendered. The limited expressiveness of the temporal logics employed in model checking means that it is seldom possible to use them
to fully characterize the functionality required of a system; instead, attention is
focussed on important properties that it should posses. Similarly, because model
checking methods can only explore a limited, nite state space, the full system description must generally be considerably abstracted and simpli ed before
subjecting it to model checking. Partly because of these limitations (and partly
because it is able to provide excellent diagnostic information in the form of counterexamples), model checking has generally focused on in correctness|on nding
bugs|rather than on trying to establish correctness. And nd bugs it did: because model checking is well-suited to concurrent systems, it was immediately
applied to some of the hardest problems in system design, such as multiprocessor
cache-coherence protocols, where \high-value bugs" were quickly detected [8].
The changes in approach introduced by model checking opened up new opportunities for all formal methods: whereas previously the goal had been to specify
the full functionality required, there was now seen to be a useful spectrum of
desired properties; whereas previously the goal had been to describe the system
in all its details, there was now seen to be value in isolating key problems and
aggressively abstracting away as many details as possible; whereas previously
the goal had been to establish unequivocal correctness, there was now seen to be
a variety of other useful purposes that could be served by formal analysis; and
whereas previously the applications had generally been to routine designs (see,
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for example, the survey [9]), there was now an enthusiasm for applying formal
methods to the hardest and most dicult problems of design.
Mechanized formal methods based on theorem proving, which had become
modestly e ective by the mid 1980s and were continually improving, bene ted
from the change in attitude|and the spur of competition|that came with model
checking. Decision procedures for basic theories such as linear arithmetic and
equality received renewed attention and acceptance, and integrated combinations
of decision procedures, rewriting, and customized tactics achieved signi cant automation and eciency on interesting classes of problems [22]. Most importantly,
the practitioners of these approaches to formal methods followed the lead of the
model checkers in applying them to complex, real-world systems [3,35].
2 The Present

An idea of the current capabilities and accomplishments of mechanized formal
methods can be obtained by considering two examples from hardware design.
The Pentium FDIV bug, which attracted a great deal of public interest, also
caught the attention of the formal veri cation community|not least because
it caused Intel to take a $475 million charge against revenues. The bug was
in the lookup table of an SRT divider [25]. Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs)
have been used successfully to verify many kinds of digital circuits|but not
multipliers and dividers, where they grow exponentially large [4]. Nonetheless,
Bryant was able to verify a single iteration of an SRT circuit using BDDs [5].
Explosive growth of the BDD representation has generally also precluded application of symbolic model checking to dividers; however, by using a di erent
\word level" representation, Clarke, Khaira, and Zhao were able to apply model
checking to this problem [7]. Clarke, German, and Zhao were also able to verify
an SRT divider using a special-purpose theorem prover based on the Mathematica symbolic algebra system [6]. Using the PVS general-purpose veri cation
system [21], Rue, Shankar, and Srivas gave a formally veri ed treatment of the
general theory of SRT division, and then veri ed a particular circuit and lookup
table [27]. While being more general, the theorem proving treatments achieved
a level of automation and eciency comparable to the BDD and model checking
approaches, and were equally adept at catching errors in the tables. However,
all of these treatments dealt only with the xed-point core of the divider, and
not with the issues of IEEE-compliant oating point representation. Miner and
Leathrum extended the PVS treatment to include IEEE-compliance, generalized
the whole development to encompass the broader class of subtractive division algorithms that includes SRT, and presented a methodology that enabled speci c
algorithms to be debugged and veri ed quite easily|which they demonstrated
on various SRT tables [20].
Cache coherence protocols for distributed shared memory multiprocessors are
notoriously dicult to design. Some of the early successes with symbolic model
checking were in its application to this type of problem. As interest shifted from
the \snoopy" to the more scalable|and much more complicated|\directory3

based" protocols, the state-explosion problem became quite severe. One response
was to \downscale" (aggressively simplify) the problem, so that, for example,
only two or three processors, one address, and a 1-bit data word are considered. Another was to use the various symmetries that exist in the problem to
allow di erent, but equivalent, states to be merged. Using these and other techniques, model checkers based on both explicit state-enumeration and symbolic
representations are able to tackle cache-coherence problems suciently well to
be used in the design process for these systems [2,11]. But although they are
e ective for detecting bugs, the severely downscaled models used in model checking cannot serve to verify the general case. Theorem proving techniques should
be able to do this, but the diculty of creating appropriate abstractions and
suciently strong invariants, combined with the labor involved in guiding the
theorem prover, had discouraged their application to realistic cache-coherence
protocols. Recently, however, by using a method called \aggregation" to guide
construction of the abstraction function, Park and Dill have been able, using
PVS in a quite straightforward manner, to verify the behavior of the protocol
used in the Stanford FLASH processor [24]. Furthermore, using the Mur explicit state-enumeration system they were able to construct an executable model
for the non-sequentially-consistent memory behavior of the processor. In similar
work for the Sparc V9 memory model, they were able to verify the behavior of
synchronization code using Mur, and were able to verify the executable Mur
model against its axiomatic speci cation using PVS [23].
The interesting feature of these examples is the diversity of approaches
employed|and the diversity would be even greater if I had considered other
examples such as pipelines, microcode, communications and switching protocols, or hybrid systems. There simply is no single best method: we are dealing
with problems that are at the limit of what is computationally feasible, and
di erent applications yield to di erent approaches. Thus, symbolic model checking using BDDs works well for some problems, but explicit state enumeration is
better for others; some state spaces can be reduced signi cantly by symmetry
reductions, others require partial-order reductions; some problems are best dealt
with by model checking, others are better suited to theorem proving.
Just as di erent approaches work better for di erent problems, so di erent
approaches work better for the same problem at di erent stages of its \veri cation lifecycle." When rst encountered, a design (or its formalization) will often
be full of bugs. These should be identi ed as quickly and as cheaply as possible.
Methods that require relatively little preparation, such as typechecking, animation, or explicit state enumeration are e ective here. Once the simple bugs have
been eliminated, it becomes necessary to explore more and more of the state
space to discover those that remain, and explicit state exploration methods that
use hashing, and symbolic model checking methods, start to become more e ective. Once the complete state space of downscaled instances of the problem can
be explored without nding a bug, then the aggressiveness of the simpli cations
can be reduced, and the size of the problem instances can be increased. The
\state explosion" problem is likely to hit at this point, and reduction methods
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based on symmetry, partial orders, or abstraction may need to be invoked. When
the largest problem instances that can be examined by nite state methods no
longer reveal bugs, then it is time to consider theorem proving. For concurrent
systems, it is generally necessary to develop abstractions and to strengthen the
desired invariant to obtain one that is inductive. Special-purpose tools can help
with these activities, and nite-state methods can be invoked during the proof
process to check that proposed invariants really are so, and that subgoals are
true (on nite instances) [12].
Di erent methods come into play on a single problem as easy bugs are eliminated and those that remain become harder to nd; in a related progression,
di erent methods come into play in the treatment of classes of problems as our
understanding and techniques improve. For example, as enumerated above, treatments of SRT division evolved from BDD-based analysis of individual iterations,
to treatment of the core of a speci c algorithm by special-purpose theorem proving, to general treatment of the entire class of algorithms with a general-purpose
theorem prover.
3

The Future

I o er some suggestions on likely, or promising, directions for future developments in mechanized formal methods under two headings: applications to software, and tools.

3.1 Applications to Software

Compared to hardware, software is more of a challenge for successful application of mechanized formal methods. Hardware has a relatively small number of
stereotypical problems (pipeline control, oating point ALUs, microcode, cache
coherence), so that the cost of developing really e ective solutions can be recouped over many applications, whereas software has a vastly larger supply of
problems and a correspondingly smaller community of interest for any one of
them. Nonetheless, we can adopt some of the strategies that seem to have been
successful for hardware.
{ Go where the bugs are. Formal methods have been e ective for hardware
because their use has been targeted at areas where they can o er a real
payo : areas that experience has shown to be error-prone and where other
methods are ine ective. The targeted areas concern some of the hardest
challenges in design (e.g., the stereotypical problems mentioned above). For
software, correspondingly dicult and worthwhile challenges include those
where local design decisions have complex global consequences, such as the
fault-tolerance and real-time properties of concurrent distributed systems,
and those where independently designed systems interact, such as the problems of feature interactions, protocol stacks, and component interfaces. It
is generally most productive to examine these issues at the level of the algorithms concerned, rather than at the detailed design or coding level. It
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also helps to target applications where the costs of bugs are unacceptably
high. These include applications that share with hardware the characteristic
that design errors cannot be repaired in the eld (e.g., embedded systems in
consumer products), and those where failure is intolerable (e.g., safety and
other kinds of critical systems).
Target the early lifecycle. The requirements for hardware (especially processors) are quite simple (i.e., \implement a given instruction set architecture"),
whereas those for software are generally complex (e.g., \control air trac")
and subject to change. The most damaging and costly errors discovered late
in the software development lifecycle can usually be traced back to faulty
requirements. Consequently, requirements validation consumes considerable
resources (in avionics, for example, more than half the development costs can
go into requirements; programming, in contrast, consumes less than 10%).
Formal methods are singularly well-adapted to the speci cation and analysis of requirements, because they allow precision without premature detail
(unlike pseudocode and prototyping), and they allow useful analyses to be
performed on very abstract or incomplete descriptions [29].
Use powerful tools, and a spectrum of methods. Without tools, formal methods are just documentation; it is tools that make formal methods useful, and
powerful tools that make them productive. Many of the tools that have been
e ective in applications of formal methods to hardware can also be used for
software (see, for example, [33], where the SMV model checker is applied to
a software requirements speci cation); alternatively, ideas from those tools
can be incorporated into new tools that are speci cally tailored to the characteristics of software [16]. Even less than for hardware, no single tool or
method provides universally e ective support for all the diverse applications
of formal methods to software, so a spectrum of tools and methods should
be employed.

3.2 Tool Building

As noted several times already, most applications of mechanized formal methods require a range of capabilities and make use of a number of tools. Rather
than loose integration of a number of di erent tools, however, what is really
required is tight integration of a number of di erent capabilities [28, 31]. For
example, loose integration of a theorem prover and a model checker might allow
one to use a single speci cation of a problem and to examine speci c instances
with the model checker and to prove the general case with the theorem prover,
whereas tight integration might allow the theorem prover actively to use the
model checker|so that the theorem prover could set up the induction to prove
the general case, with the base case and inductive step then being discharged by
model checking [30]. Such an integration of theorem proving and model checking has been achieved [26], but it required extending the implementation of a
complex veri cation system. Future systems should be designed in a much more
\open" manner, so that components can be added, modi ed, interconnected, and
accessed in a modular fashion. For example, an attractive application of formal
6

reasoning to software requirements is to check consistency and completeness of
the conditions that label the rows and columns of tabular speci cations [15].
Depending on the logic and theories used in specifying these conditions, the
deductive capabilities needed to perform the checks range from propositional
tautology checking, though decision procedures for ground linear arithmetic, to
full interactive theorem proving. When tautology checking proved inadequate
for an example derived from the TCAS II speci cation [13], Czerny and Heimdahl turned to the PVS veri cation system in order to make use of its decision
procedures. However, because those decision procedures could not be accessed
separately, they had to invoke the entire PVS system, which entailed more baggage and less performance than they desired [14]. What is really needed is an
open environment that provides access to components such as decision procedures and the other building blocks of theorem provers and model checkers, and
in which customized combinations can be quickly constructed. The hub of such
an environment must be a theorem prover, since that is what has the capability
to check that problems are decomposed appropriately, that constraints on the
application of certain procedures are satis ed, and that all the pieces come together to solve the whole problem in a sound manner [10]. In collaboration with
David Dill of Stanford University, we are about to begin construction of such an
environment.
4

Conclusion

These are exciting times for mechanized formal methods, with opportunities for
rapid and signi cant progress in the capabilities of tools and the quality and
scale of their applications. Theoretical research can assist these developments
by, for example, providing better characterizations for the complexities of the
various problems and algorithms encountered (almost every problem in model
checking and theorem proving is NP-hard or worse), and by identifying useful
special cases that admit fast solutions.
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